What's Up Doc? Texas Tree Diagnosis Academy
Did you miss the live version or want to watch the sessions again?
(And don't forget to take the Bonus Diagnosis Quiz - Win prizes and
get an extra CEU!)
Thanks for registering for the Texas Tree Academy. Here is what you need to know:
What happens if I missed a session or want to view it again?
Here are the links to the Academy Sessions A & B - you can watch both sessions as many
times as you like until December 20, 2020. You will need to re-register once for each session
so we will have the information to submit to ISA for CEUs for the Certified Arborists. Since you
have already registered to view the live sessions, just use the Discount Code TTAISAT
(case sensitive) to re-register to view the on-demand sessions for free. (Please do not
share this code with others)
Session A: What's Up Doc Tree Diagnosis Workshop. Originally broadcast on Nov.
11, 2020. Note: This webinar runs for three hours with a four minute break at 1:55.
Session B: What's Up Doc Tree Diagnosis Workshop. Originally broadcast on Nov.
12, 2020. Note: This webinar runs for about three hours with a five minute break at 1:27.
How do I take the Bonus Tree Diagnosis Quiz?
Dr. Appel and Sheila have re-imagined their popular What's Up Doc sample quiz and prepared
a special bonus video and quiz for you. Click here to register to watch the video (55 minutes
and it's free) and if you take the online quiz here (27 questions) and get an 80% or above, we
will send in your information to ISA so you receive one ISA CEU. The first 50 quiz takers who
get 100% correct will get a $10 gift certificate to the ISA store. (You must be registered for the
Academy to receive the CEU and win prizes)

Texas Tree Academy
What’s Up Doc? - Tree Diagnosis Workshop
Sessions A and B
(6 CEUs total)

Dr. David Appel, Professor & Associate Department Head,
Department of Plant Pathology & Microbiology, Texas A&M
University
Sheila McBride, Extension Program Specialist, Department
of Plant Pathology & Microbiology, Texas A&M University
What’s wrong with this tree? This can be both your favorite
question and your hardest question to answer. Our focus for this
year's diagnosis academy will be on tree decay with Dr. Appel
looking at new research perspectives on CODIT
(Compartmentalization of Decay in Trees).
Join the experts and your peers for presentations, samples and discussions to
comprehensively address the topic of tree and landscape diagnosis from several different
perspectives:
The Tree Scientists: What is tree diagnosis and what are the trees responses to insect
and diseases and how do symptoms develop?
The Field Arborist: How do you diagnose tree health problems in the field?
The Diagnostic Lab Clinician: How do plant problems get confirmed in the lab?
This year there are several special 'from the field to the lab' video segments.

The 2020 Texas Tree Academy is Sponsored By
Environmental Design, Tree Clinic Pharmacy, Vermeer Texas-Louisiana, ALL
ABOUT EQUIPMENT, Brabandt Equipment, The Davey Tree Expert Company,
Arborjet, Texas A&M Forest Service, Texas AgriLife Extension and the Texas
Plant Disease Diagnostic Lab

Click Here For More Information On The Virtual Tree Conference
and Academy
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